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Sunday 13th March 2022, 2nd Sunday of Lent. 
 
Dear Parishioner,  
                             All the bishops of Ireland gather in Maynooth College a few 
times every year and discuss a variety of matters.  During their meeting, 
earlier this week, the sad situation in Ukraine was a very important 
discussion item.  In their press release after the meeting, they spoke as 
follows: “At this time of trial, we want to stand in prayerful and practical 
solidarity with the Ukrainian community here in Ireland and, also, to 
acknowledge the many Russians in our midst who bear no responsibility for 
this tragic situation.  What we are witnessing, during these days, impels us 
again to appeal for diplomacy and dialogue – to work for genuine human 
fraternity – as the only way to resolve difficulties and conflicts.” 

                            In his weekly column in the ‘Western People’ (2.3.2022), Fr. 
Brendan Hoban wrote about the situation in Ukraine in an article entitled 
‘Sophie’s Choice’.  He wrote, “War brings with it impossible choices.  William 
Styron, in his novel, ‘Sophie’s Choice’, explored one such dilemma.  When 
Sophie, a Polish and Catholic mother, arrived in Auschwitz Concentration 
Camp with her two children, she was famously confronted with what 
became known as ‘Sophie’s Choice’.  The camp doctor made her choose 
between her two children.  One would live with their mother in the 
concentration camp; the other would die in the gas chamber.  She was 
forced to choose.  If she didn’t choose, both would die.   
                             In a choice that no one, with a shred of human feeling, 
would inflict on another human being, much less a mother, Sophie had to 
choose and she eventually chose to save the life of her 9 year-old son, Jan, 
which meant sending her 7 year-old  daughter, Eva, to the gas chamber, a 
choice that haunted all the waking hours of the rest of her life.  (Meryl 
Streep’s performance in that key scene in the film was almost unwatchable.)  
Whatever choices that are made, history will, in time, register the gory 
details of this war and adjudicate on where responsibility and blame will lie.  
Long after the sun will have set on Russia and Ukraine, historians will 
estimate where (in the gallery of the world’s most notorious and infamous 
dictators), Vladimir Putin fits in.  There’s no doubting whose side of this war 
has the moral high ground.  There’s no doubting who, in this situation, is 
on the side of what is right and true and moral.”  (Fr. Denis O’Mahony) 

‘Come and walk once more among us….’ 
Spotlight on St. Patrick (Mary T. McBride PBVM Intercom March 2022) 

We know more about St. Patrick than we do about many saints, even those 
of recent centuries.  For this we can thank the saint himself, who gave us 
two written documents, the Confessio, better known as St. Patrick’s 
Confession, and Letters to the Soldiers of Coroticus, both written in his 
later life.  Both are rich in biographical detail, and both are valuable sources 
for understanding ‘the ambassador of God’, as he calls himself, whose 
influence has coloured the course of history, in Ireland and beyond. Can he 
bring something inspiring to us today? 

‘Stranger and Sojourner for His Name’ Just like St. Paul, whom he quotes 
liberally, Patrick had ‘everything to fight against’ in his missionary work. 
Nothing in his early years looks like a preparation for the making of a future 
apostle to the Irish.  In fact, everything pointed the other way.  Taken captive 
by Irish pirates from his home in Britain at the age of sixteen, ‘with thousands 
of others’, he was drafted into a form of slave labour, herding sheep ‘by night 
and by day’ at an unknown location somewhere in Ireland. During the 
following six years of captivity, something happened, which he later 
describes as ‘a great grace’ and ‘the gift of God.’  In his Confessions he writes 

My faith was strengthened and my spirit was moved so that in a 
single day I would say as many as a hundred prayers, and almost as 
many at night, and this even when I was staying in the woods and on 
the mountains…… 

This ‘great grace’ remained with him as he eventually returned to his family, 
discerning a call to the priesthood, and was ordained by St. Germanus at 
Auxerre in Gaul. 
The Voice of the Irish:  Patrick described the vision and voice which gave 
direction to the rest of his life: 

There I saw in the night the vision of a man, whose name was 
Victoricus, coming as it were from Ireland, with countless letters.  He 
gave me one of them, and I read the opening words of the letter, 
which were, ‘The voice of the Irish’; and as I read the beginning of 
the letter, I thought that at the same moment I heard their voice – 
‘We ask you, young man, to come and walk among us once more…. 

Patrick did not ignore that vision and voice.  He came to preach the Gospel 
among strangers, as he says, not knowing their language, obliged to have his 
message ‘translated into a tongue foreign to me’, and greeted, especially in 
the early stages of his mission, with suspicion and hostility. He writes: 
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Let those who will, laugh and scorn… For many tried to prevent this 
mission, they would even talk to each other behind my back and say: 
‘Why does this fellow throw himself into danger among enemies 
who have no knowledge of God? 

From this, it is evident that some of Patrick’s opponents came from the ranks 
of his early converts, his fellow Christians.  He had other enemies too – those 
who falsely accused him of financial impropriety and of using his episcopal 
status for gain.  He suffered ‘insults from unbelievers’ and ‘persecution even 
unto bonds.’  He endured public ‘trials’, was imprisoned ‘in irons’ and 
threatened with execution.  He walked ‘all over the island’ and does mention 
‘the cost of a pair of shoes’. 

Daily I expect murder, fraud or captivity, or whatever it may be, but I 
fear none of these things because of the promise of heaven, I have 
cast myself into the hands of God Almighty…. 

‘A letter of Christ for the Salvation of the World:  Twice in his lifetime, 
Patrick came as a stranger to an unfamiliar land.  His first experience in the 
land of his captivity should have warned him off a second trip but ‘driven by 
zeal for God’ and ‘captivated by the Good News’, he obeys the inner voice 
calling him to share what he has been given: 

I must not, however, hide God’s gift which he has bestowed upon me 
in the land of my captivity… I have been inspired to be the man who 
should faithfully serve the people given to me by the love of Christ… 
a letter of Christ for the salvation of the world…’ 

Patrick is unstoppable.  He is prepared to give his life ‘without hesitation’  
and ‘most gladly’ for making known ’the gift of God’ which is beyond 
human understanding.: 

Regardless of danger I must make known the gift of God and 
everlasting consolation, without fear and frankly I must spread 
everywhere the name of God…I was like a stone lying in the deep 
mire, and He that is mighty came and, in His mercy lifted me up, and 
raised me aloft, and placed me on the top of the wall. And therefore, 
I ought to cry out aloud and so also render something to the Lord for 
His great benefits here and in eternity – benefits which the mind of 
men is unable to appraise. 

He is prophetic, tuned in to the prompting of the Spirit, and ready to speak 
and act as the Spirit directs.  He never called a Synod (as far as we know) or 
used a microphone, but he lit a fire that continues to burn.  He may well have 
something to say to us today as we walk together in listening mode. 

Points to Ponder (Intercom  March 2022) 
On the mountain the three apostles had a favoured glimpse of Jesus’ prayer 
and glory.  His prayer here is a conversation with Moses and Elijah. They 
talked about his passion and death. This is a down to earth conversation 
about Jesus’ life.  Is my prayer like that?  Peter wanted to stay with the 
glorious moment.  I pray that I might appreciate the blessings that I have 
received, even as I try not to get stuck in the past.  The voice of God calls the 
disciples to listen.  They were in danger of being distracted by what they 
witnessed and might have missed the meaning  that they had to listen closely 
for.  I consider where I might need some more silence in my life, that I may 
listen closely to the Chosen One.   
                            In our journey towards God we experience high moments, 
spots when we find ourselves on holy ground, and God shows himself.  That 
was the state of St. Peter as he witnessed the Transfiguration of Jesus.: ‘Lord 
let us build here three buildings, for you, Moses and Elijah’;  Peter wanted 
the party to go on for ever.  Jesus brought him down to earth, led him down 
the mountain, told him to stop talking about the vision and instead be ready 
for Calvary.  All we do our whole lives long is go from one little piece of holy 
ground to the next. Lord give me the strength to keep going in between. 
 

Seeing your Life through the Lens of the Gospel John Byrne osa 

1.  On the mountain, the disciples saw Jesus in a new way. His appearance 
changed. Sometimes in friendships there are experiences when we get to 
know a friend in a deeper way.  This can also happen in our relationship with 
God.  Recall such experiences in your life.  Remember what it was like for 
you and give thanks.  How do such memories sustain you in difficult times? 
2.  The clear vision of Jesus with Moses and Elijah was followed by a 
frightening experience of being in a cloud. It was in the midst of the cloud 
that the disciples were instructed: ‘This is my Son, my Chosen, listen to him.’ 
Have you had the experience of learning an important truth about 
yourself, or about your relationship with God, from moments of confusion 
as well as from times of joy? 

3.  The disciples were prepared for this experience by getting an invitation 
from Jesus to come apart, to withdraw to the mountain. Have there been 
times when going apart (or making space for quiet and prayer in an ordinary 
day) was an important element in preparing you for a significant experience? 
4.  Peter wanted to build three tents. He wanted to hold on to the 
experience. Have there been experiences that you wanted to hold on to? 


